Efficient Solutions for E-Commerce Growth

The significant growth in online sales requires a solution that can be quickly implemented to streamline your operations. Introducing Tosca’s Reusable Grocery Totes. Support your entire e-commerce system from in-store fulfillment through curbside pickup or home delivery.

- **Durable**
  Simplifies the picking process, protects groceries, easy to clean, and reusable.

- **Efficient**
  Ergonomic handles and stackable totes create easy handoffs and space-saving efficiency.

- **Space-saving**
  Nestable design needs little storage space in tight spaces and in transit.
Features and specifications

Bag hooks
Efficient order fulfillment

Bale Arms
Facilitate easy stacking and nesting

Customizable
Design the container with the features, color and branding that meets your needs

Ergonomic Handles
For more efficient use
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### E-commerce 6425
- Height ext/int: 252/228 mm
- Length ext/int: 600/576 mm
- Width ext/int: 400/377 mm
- Weight: 1.55 kg
- Stacked Height: +242 mm
- Nested Height: +65 mm

### E-commerce 6436
- Height ext/int: 360/346 mm
- Length ext/int: 600/570 mm
- Width ext/int: 400/373 mm
- Weight: 2.5 kg
- Stacked Height: +351 mm
- Nested Height: +110 mm

### E-commerce 6430
- Height ext/int: 300/272 mm
- Length ext/int: 600/570 mm
- Width ext/int: 400/373 mm
- Weight: 2 kg
- Stacked Height: +286 mm
- Nested Height: +98 mm

### E-commerce 6428
- Height ext/int: 288/263 mm
- Length ext/int: 600/573 mm
- Width ext/int: 400/374 mm
- Weight: 1.9 kg
- Stacked Height: +278 mm
- Nested Height: +98 mm